
Orientation is a fundamental challenge.

We use augmented reality and spatial audio to take you
anywhere in the same way a friend would.

See the world through your ears.

dreamwaves.io

Whether in small narrow streets, a big crowded city or inside a public

library, finding your way quickly and without effort is not always

possible. At Dreamwaves we are revolutionizing mobility.
Everyone should be able go anywhere without effort. Forget the map!

We’ll take you there. Just follow us!

We believe that interaction with technology should be as natural
and inclusive as possible. We are extremely user centric and put a

lot of our energy in understanding how people walk, bike or ride

public transport. We design our user experience so thatmobility is
truly seamless.

We’re hiring



Content creator
Community manager

_Create valuable written content to tell our story across different channels

_Build up an engaged audience within our core customer groups

_Be involved with the community in our social media channels

_Inspire bold corporations to innovate together with us

YOU WILL

_Experience in a similar role

_A passion for building a community and telling stories

_Experience in B2C marketing, preferably with high-tech mobile products

_Knowledge of digital marketing tools/platforms

_Excellent spoken and written English skills
(German would be great but is not a must)

YOU SHOULDHAVE

_Agile: resourceful, versatile, always looking for the solution to get the job done

_Reliable: strive to deliver quality work and on time

_Responsible: able to set your own goals and to help achieve common goals within the team

_Passionate: true engagement with our product and mission

YOU SHOULDBE

_Can start anytime

_Full or part-time position

_Possibility of fully remote position
(our team is in Vienna and Lisbon)

_Salary and benefits that match the experience
(always above the value set on the Austrian IT-collective agreement)

DETAILS

We are a highly motivated team with background in mobile augmented reality,
machine-learning, Ux/UI, graphic design and finance.

We believe in hard work and in loving what you do. We want everyone to feel
empowered, to learn and grow in a constructive and positive way.

COMPANY CULTURE

Together we can create better mobility for everyone.. .

Short text saying why you believe you are a great fit for the role
3-5 samples of written content that you created and are most proud of
Your CV

Fantastic! Please send the following to
hugo@dreamwaves.io

ARE YOU THE RIGHT FIT?

We are looking for an experienced Content Creator &
Community Manager to be the voice of Dreamwaves.

JOIN OUR TEAM!


